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Integrally geared compressors offer many advantages in comparison with horizontally or
vertically split single shaft compressors: Lower power consumption, higher compression
ratio with fewer impellers, lower investment cost and smaller footprint. These
advantages lead to increased use of integrally geared compressors outside their main
application fields like air separation or process air supply.

Following a 10-stage compressor for a urea plant in Russia (left) compressing wet CO2
to a discharge pressure of 200 bara and two identical 8 stage compressors for CO2
pipeline service at 187 bara in North Dakota, USA (below) the use of such compressors
in the Stamicarbon UREA Process was envisaged.
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As different plant sizes exist, a range of frame sizes for the compressors are needed to
fit the compressor to the process. Here especially the use of standardized packages is
advantageous. This means that for one plant size, i.e. tons per day, there is one
compressor package which can cover the different suction and intercooling conditions.

For the design of the compressor package the following criteria are used:
 One gear box design per frame size
 One bullgear design suitable for steam turbine or motor drive
 Adaptation to process requirements by modifications of pinion speed and impeller

geometry
 Standardized package layout, i.e. coolers, lube oil system, piping, baseframe

The first compressor designed according to these criteria was commissioned in
Slovakia at DUSLO a.s. in August 2003.
Following the design of the North Dakota pipeline compressors some distinguishing
features of the core machine can be observed: The reduction of stage sizes, the double
split gearbox casing and the implemented high pressure carbon ring seals.
In contrast to single shaft compressors in integrally geared compressors the rotating
speed can be matched to the actual volume flow latest after two stages.
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Although taking advantage of this possibility is limited by mechanical reasons this leads
to impeller diameters decreasing considerably as represented by the casing sizes
shown in the photo below (1st stage lower right, 7th stage upper right).

MAN Turbo, together with a major gear supplier, have developed a special gear that
features a double split casing. This casing is horizontally split on the centerline, as
usual, giving access to the bullgear and the low speed pinions to which the four
impellers of the low pressure section are connected. This part of the construction is very
common. The bearings and oil labyrinths of these pinions are accessible via separate
covers without removing the upper part of the gear box or the pinions. The second
horizontal split line is located in the upper section of the gear box, giving access to the
high speed pinions to which the four impellers of the high pressure section are
connected. Removing the top cover gives instant access to the bearings, oil labyrinths
and the pinions themselves. These features result in a very maintenance friendly design
of the complete gear box.

Using the experience gained on the 10-stage compressor in Russia and the 8-stage
compressors in the USA, MAN Turbo, together with a sealing system manufacturer,
have designed a high pressure carbon ring sealing system that combines reliability and
compact design. A typical example of this design is shown hereafter for the USA
machine. Different balancing lines (left, red) connect the various seal ports to the
compressor stages, the last port being the buffer gas port with a small amount of buffer
gas vented into the gap between gearbox casing and the compressor volutes. Despite a
number of at least 50 starts during shop testing, commissioning and operation the
sealing system, monitored by flow meters, shows no signs of wear.
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In the compression process 5 intercoolers, located downstream stages 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6,
are used (yellow). The coolers downstream stages 1 and 2 are of element type with
integrated demisters, the coolers downstream stages 4, 5 and 6 are of shell and tube
type with separate demister vessels. The cooler downstream stage 6 is equipped with a
cooling water flow control to maintain a constant gas outlet temperature regardless of
process operation and cooling water supply temperature. Condensate resulting from
intercooling is drained from collecting tanks via level controlled valves.

For each stage 2 pipes are necessary, the suction pipe leading to the axial inlet into the
stage and the discharge pipe. The interconnecting piping is routed in a way as to
minimize pipe forces. This allows the piping design to be done without the use of
expansion joints. All main connections are flanged in contrast to compressors used for
air service. Provision for a Hydrogen-removal-reactor down-stream stage 4 is made.
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The compressor bullgear is directly coupled to a variable speed asynchronous electric
motor through a dry flexible coupling. Primary process control is done via changes in
driver speed, fine tuning of machine range can be achieved by an inlet guide vane
device located upstream stage 1.
The compressor is monitored by MAN Turbo’s own Turbolog system, the anti-surge
system controlling a recycle valve from discharge stage 8 into the suction line. Due to
the Joule-Thomson-Effect no recycle cooler is needed. For startup and run-down a
blow-off valve between stages 4 and 5 is provided.

Because the complete package is of compact design and the interstage piping is part of
the package only very few connections and pipings have to be fabricated especially for
test use. The MAN Turbo test facilities offer the possibility to conduct full pressure, full
density, full load tests with the original gas (CO2). Tests can be conducted in the test
field hall or in the outside testing area. MAN Turbo have good experience with all the
special considerations related to high pressure CO2 tests. With integrally geared
compressors pressures of up to 200 bara have been achieved in the MAN Turbo test
field. This gives customers the advantage of getting fully tested machines where both
thermodynamical and mechanical behaviour have been verified under original
conditions before the machine is delivered to site. Additionally first operating experience
can be gained running the machine in the test field helping on-site commissioning.

During commissioning on site some debugging had to be done for example concerning
condensate draining and extreme part load behaviour. This phase may be considered
normal for a first-of-a-kind machine. Mechanically the machine runs very stable at
vibration levels lower than or equaling the API-values for the respective rotating speeds.


